**Games & fun (K-1)**

**ACTIONS**
- slide
- swing
- dance
- win
- love
- ring
- laughed

**GENERAL WORDS**
- fun
- toy
- game

**THINGS TO PLAY WITH**
- **Toys:**
  - ball
  - bat
  - doll
  - kite
  - wagon

- **Instruments:**
  - drum
  - piano
  - horn
  - bell

**WAYS TO HAVE FUN**
- ★ music
- ★ party
- ★ circus
- ★ surprise
- joke
- ★ magic
- ★ movie
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Games & fun (K-1)
Word-family map

- bat's
- bats'
- bats
- batted
- batting

- at bat

- batter
- batters
- battered
- battering
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Word-family map

drum's
drums'
drums
drummed
drumming

eardrum
drumstick

drum

 drummer
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music's

music box
sheet music

music

musical
musically
musician
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Word-family map

- magic trick
- magic show
- magic word

- magic's

- magical
- magically
- magician

- magic
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Multiple-meaning-word map

a show where people act out a story on a stage (n), or to be a character in a that show (v)

A prop master finds all of the objects that are carried by actors in the play. (Show time: Behind the scenes of a live musical)

The people who play the characters are called actors or performers. A group of actors working in a play or movie is called a cast. (Movies)

I like to play ball. In the city, we must play ball in the park. Do you like to play ball, too? (A friend in the country)

to do things that are fun or to take part in a game or sport (v)

There were always plenty of other children for him to play with, and there was the sandy beach for him to run about on, and the ocean to paddle in. (James and the giant peach)
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Multiple-meaning-word map

Jenny had seen her sister's **ring**. She had tried wearing it. It was a little big, so she took it off. *(Below the surface)*

a piece of jewelry to wear on your finger (**n**)

She looked down at her **ring** with the red stones that were more precious than rubies. *(Dreaming of America)*

**ring**

**RING! RING! RING!**
It is a fire drill! All the boys and girls come out. *(Around the city)*

the sound a bell, telephone, or alarm makes (**n**), or to make that sound (**v**)

The telephone was **ringing**. I'm coming, I'm coming, said Amelia Bedelia. She answered the telephone. *(Teach us, Amelia Bedelia)*